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COUNCIL MEETING PROCEDURES
1.

All Council meetings are open to the public, except for matters raised by Council
under “confidential items”.

2.

Members of the public may ask a question at an ordinary Council meeting at
“Public Question Time”.

3.

Members of the public who are unfamiliar with meeting procedures are invited to
seek advice at the meeting. If unsure about proceedings, just raise your hand
when the Presiding Member announces Public Question Time.

4.

All other arrangements are in accordance with the Council’s standing orders,
policies and decisions of the town.

DISCLAIMER
No responsibility whatsoever is implied or accepted by the Shire of Cuballing for any
act, omission or statement or intimation occurring during Council/Committee meetings
or during formal/informal conservations with staff. The Shire of Cuballing disclaims
any liability for any loss whatsoever and howsoever caused arising out of reliance by
any person or legal entity on any such act, omission or statement or intimation
occurring during Council/Committee meetings or discussions. Any person or legal
entity who acts or fails to act in reliance upon any statement does so at that person’s
or legal entity’s own risk.
In particular, and without derogating in any way from the broad disclaimer above, in
any discussion regarding any planning application or application for a licence, any
statement or limitation of approval made by a member or officer of the Shire of
Cuballing during the course of any meeting is not intended to be and is not taken as
notice or approval from the Shire of Cuballing. The Shire of Cuballing warns that
anyone who has an application lodged with the Shire of Cuballing must obtain and
only should rely on WRITTEN CONFIRMATION of the outcome of that application and
any conditions attaching to the decision made by the Shire of Cuballing in respect of
the application.
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1.

DECLARATION OF OPENING:

The Shire President, Cr Dowling, declared the meeting open at 4.07pm.

2.

ATTENDANCE/APOLOGIES/LEAVE OF ABSENCE:

2.1.1

Attendance

Cr Eliza Dowling
Cr Robert Harris
Cr Dawson Bradford
Cr Julie Christensen
Cr Adrian Kowald
Cr Peter Dowdell

President
Deputy President

Mr Stan Scott

Chief Executive Officer

2.1.2

Apologies

Nil

2.1.3

Leave of Absence

Nil

3.

STANDING ORDERS:

COUNCIL DECSION 2022/18:
That Standing Orders be suspended for the duration of the meeting to allow for greater
debate on items.
Moved: Cr Kowald

Seconded: Cr Harris
Carried 6/0

4.

PUBLIC QUESTION TIME:
RESPONSE TO PREVIOUS QUESTIONS TAKEN ON
NOTICE:

Nil

WRITTEN QUESTIONS PROVIDED IN ADVANCE:
Nil
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PUBLIC QUESTIONS FROM THE GALLERY:
Nil

5.

APPLICATIONS FOR LEAVE OF ABSENCE:

Nil

6.

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES:

Nil
The confirmation of minutes from the previous Ordinary Meeting of Council will be included in
the Agenda for the next Ordinary Meeting to be held at 2pm, Wednesday 16th March 2022.

7.

PETITIONS/DEPUTATIONS/PRESENTATIONS/
SUBMISSIONS:

Nil

8.

DISCLOSURE OF FINANCIAL INTEREST:

Nil
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9.

REPORTS OF OFFICERS AND COMMITTEES:

9.1

DEPUTY CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER:

Nil
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9.2
9.2.1

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER:
Proposed Subdivision – Lot 3 (No.181) Williams Road, Popanyinning

Location:
Applicant:
File Ref. No:
Disclosure of Interest:
Date:
Author:
Attachments

Lot 3 (No. 181) Williams Road, Popanyinning
PH and KE Gow Licensed Surveyors for W & E Reynolds
ADM352 - WAPC161774
Nil
25 February 2022
Stan Scott
9.2.1A Letter and plan from applicant
9.2.1B Location plan

Summary
A subdivision application, for Lot 3 Williams Road, Popanyinning, to create a
homestead lot and a balance lot is not supported given the subdivision application is
inconsistent with the local planning framework and would result in unplanned, ad-hoc
fragmentation of rural land and set an undesirable precedent.
Background
The Western Australian Planning Commission (WAPC) has referred a subdivision application
to the Shire for comment. Details provided by the applicant are provided in Attachment 9.2.1A.
The application site is approximately 3 kilometres west of the Popanyinning townsite (see
Attachment 9.2.1B).
The site currently consists of one title which is 64.85 hectares in area. The property is generally
cleared, is dissected by a watercourse, has two existing dwellings and various sheds. The site
has frontage to Williams Road.
The proposal is to create two new titles:
•
•

Lot ‘A’, the homestead lot, to be 2.36 hectares in area to accommodate an existing
dwelling and some sheds; and
Lot ‘B’, the balance lot, which is approximately 62.5 hectares to continue to be used for
rural farming purposes.

The landowner, Mr Wayne and Mrs Evelyn Reynolds, do not own adjoining titles.
Planning framework
In summary:
•
•
•
•
•

The property is zoned ‘General Agriculture’ in the Shire of Cuballing Local Planning
Scheme No. 2 (LPS2);
The property is classified as ‘Rural’ in the Shire of Cuballing Local Planning Strategy;
Portions of the site, including most of Lot ‘A’ are classified as a Bushfire Prone Area as
set out at https://maps.slip.wa.gov.au/landgate/bushfireprone/;
State Planning Policy 2.5 Rural Planning includes an objective to ‘provide investment
security for existing, expanded and future primary production and promote economic
growth in regional development on rural land for rural land uses’; and
The WAPC’s Development Control Policy 3.4 Subdivision of Rural Land (Policy DC3.4)
outlines the WAPC will consider rural subdivision for a limited range of exceptional
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circumstances. One of these exceptional circumstances is for homestead lots subject to
meeting relevant criteria. As part of this, the WAPC is to have due regard to the
provisions of a local planning scheme and a local planning strategy.
Further details are outlined below.
Section 6.3 of Policy DC3.4 is of relevance to this application. The Policy, in part, states:
‘The creation of homestead lots is intended to allow primary producers to continue to
occupy their dwelling when they cease to farm, and provide settlement opportunities
in areas where land fragmentation is limited and unlikely to increase. Homestead lots
are to be created in a manner that is consistent with the rural character and landscape
of a locality. Homestead lots may be facilitated through boundary rationalisation or the
creation of a new lot’.
Clause 3.2(b) of LPS2 in part sets out the following objectives for the General Agriculture
Zone:
•
•
•

‘to preserve productive land suitable for grazing, cropping and other compatible
productive rural uses in a sustainable manner;
to ensure the preservation of the rural character and rural appearance of land within the
zone;
to protect the economic viability of rural zoned land through a presumption against
subdivision except where such subdivision will enhance and/or promote the viability and
diversity of general farming activity’.

The Shire of Cuballing Local Planning Strategy, which was endorsed by the WAPC, in part
sets out:
•
•

•
•

Objectives in section 3.1 which include to ‘promote and manage a sustainable
settlement pattern to avoid unnecessary duplication of resources’ and to ‘promote
agriculture as a key economic and social driver within the district’;
In section 3.5.1 ‘Farming is the core business of the district in the foreseeable future and
must be protected to conduct normal operations. Due to the importance of agricultural
land to the district economy, the Council considers it necessary to protect these areas
from incompatible subdivision and development. Subdivision for residential, rural
residential use and rural smallholding use are not supported outside of identified areas
on the Strategy Plan. There is a general presumption against subdivision of rural land.
This presumption against subdivision is in accord with WAPC SPP2.5 and DC3.4 with
subdivision only considered in exceptional circumstances’;
Action 25 ‘Provide advice to the WAPC on subdivision applications which is guided to
WAPC policy. In particular, to not generally support additional lots in rural areas but
generally support boundary realignments’; and
Advice 26 ‘Provide advice to the WAPC on homestead lot subdivision applications that
it does generally not support creating an additional lot but will generally support a
boundary realignment.’

Comment
Based on Council’s Local Planning Strategy, it is recommended that the Council advise the
WAPC that the application be refused. It is noted:
•

The application is inconsistent with the local planning framework. The Council, in
reviewing its Local Planning Strategy, specifically considered the matter of homestead
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•

•
•

•
•

•
•

lots and outlined it does not generally support the creation of additional lots in rural
areas. In comparison, the Local Planning Strategy supports the creation of homestead
lots when associated with a boundary realignment (where no additional lot is created);
The application represents an unplanned breakdown of rural land. This is likely to have
a negative impact on the character of the area including the potential for introducing
‘rural lifestylers’ surrounded by farming operations. This is considered incompatible with
the planning intent of the zone and would result in ad-hoc fragmentation of agricultural
land;
If approved, the proposal is likely to set an undesirable precedent for rural areas. The
fragmentation of rural land is likely and this is inconsistent with Policy DC3.4;
The Local Planning Strategy supports new subdivisions, creating additional lots, to be
within or adjoining the Cuballing and Popanyinning townsites. The reasons include
protecting agricultural land, maintaining and growing the local economy and service
delivery considerations. This includes servicing new residents that are further from
Cuballing and Popanyinning;
Historically, homestead lots were considered on their merits in parts of Western Australia
where the population was declining. This is not the case for the Shire of Cuballing;
There are a wide range of existing lot sizes in the Shire. Significantly, the Local Planning
Strategy identifies generous areas for rural residential (1 – 4 hectares) and rural
smallholding lots (4-40 hectares) that are close to the Cuballing and Popanyinning
townsites;
The applicant has not addressed the implications of economic viability and precedent of
creating essentially a rural residential lot in the rural area; and
The applicant did not raise or consider the Local Planning Strategy.

Strategic Implications
The unplanned breakdown of rural land is inconsistent with the local planning framework. It
will create a precedent for creating similar proposals that will place pressure on agricultural
production and the cost of acquiring rural land.
Statutory Environment
Planning and Development Act 2005 and LPS2.
Policy Implications
The application is inconsistent with the Local Planning Strategy.
Financial Implications – Nil
Economic Implications
The application creates an additional lot.
Social Implications – Nil
Environmental Considerations
There are minimal environmental considerations associated with the subdivision application.
Consultation
The WAPC invites comments from the Shire, servicing agencies and relevant State
Government departments on subdivision applications.
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Options
The Council can resolve to:
1.
2.
3.

Recommend the application be refused;
Support the subdivision application with no conditions; or
Support the subdivision application with conditions.

Note:
The CEO tabled an additional one page document from the proponent setting out the family
circumstances predicating this application (see Attachment 9.2.1C)
Voting Requirements – Simple Majority

OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
That Council does not support the subdivision application of Lot 3 (No. 181) Williams Road,
Popanyinning (WAPC 161774) for the following reasons:
1.

The proposed subdivision is inconsistent with the General Farming zoning of the land in
the Shire of Cuballing Local Planning Scheme No. 2. The purpose and intent of this
zoning is to ensure the continued viability of agricultural production, to retain the rural
character and amenity of the area and there is a presumption against subdivision.

2.

The proposed subdivision is contrary to the Shire of Cuballing Local Planning Strategy
which has a general presumption against the subdivision of land designated ‘Rural’ to
create additional lots. The application is inconsistent with the Strategy’s objective to
support rural land being retained for primary production. The proposed lot size of Lot ‘A’
is inconsistent with the settlement strategy which supports smaller lots close to the
Cuballing and Popanyinning townsites in defined areas. Accordingly, the application
represents the unplanned breakdown of rural landholdings.

3.

The proposed subdivision is contrary to State Planning Policy 2.5 - Rural Planning
including it creates the adhoc fragmentation of rural land, it creates a small rural living lot
in a rural area which raises service deliver considerations and it creates increased
potential for land use conflict.

4.

The proposed subdivision is contrary to Development Control Policy 3.4 - Subdivision of
Rural Land, on the basis that the subdivision of the subject land in the manner proposed
has not been identified in a Local Planning Scheme or an endorsed Local Planning
Strategy for closer settlement in the manner proposed and therefore represents the
unplanned breakdown of landholdings.

5.

The application will result in ad-hoc fragmentation of rural land.

6.

The cumulative effect of the proposed development will adversely affect the character and
amenity of the area.

7.

The application does not comply with the planning intent for the zone or area and is
inconsistent with orderly and proper planning for the area.

8.

Approval to the subdivision would create an undesirable precedent for the further
subdivision of other lots of a similar size in the General Farming Zone in this locality and
in the Shire of Cuballing.
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Moved Cr Bradford

Seconded Cr Christensen
Vote Tied 3/3
The President’s casting vote was against the motion
Motion Lost 3/4

COUNCIL MOTION / RESOLUTION 2022/19
That Council supports the Subdivision Application without conditions.
Moved Cr Kowald

Seconded Cr Dowdell
Vote Tied 3/3
The President’s casting vote was in favour of the motion
Motion Carried 3/4

Local Government Administration Regulations - Reg 11 (da) require that where a Council
decision is substantially different from the Officer’s Recommendation that the reason be
recorded.
Council decision was in response to the individual circumstances advised by the proponent
and should not be seen as a precedent for other rural subdivision applications.
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Attachment 9.2.1B
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Attachment 9.2.1B
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Attachment 9.2.1C
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9.3

MANAGER OF WORKS AND SERVICES:

Nil

10.

ELECTED MEMBERS’ MOTION OF WHICH PREVIOUS
NOTICE HAS BEEN GIVEN:

Nil

11.

URGENT BUSINESS WITHOUT NOTICE WITH
APPROVAL OF THE PRESIDENT OR MEETING:

THE

Nil

12.

CONFIDENTIAL MATTERS:

Nil

13.

NEXT MEETING:

Ordinary Council Meeting, 2.00pm, Wednesday 16th March 2022 at the Shire of Cuballing
Council Chambers, Campbell Street, Cuballing.

14.

CLOSURE OF MEETING:

There being no further business, the Shire President, Cr Dowling, closed the meeting at
4.47pm.
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